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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this Par t 2 ("CP Debugging Tools") of deliverable D.WP1.1.M1.1 is to present 
the constraints debugging tools to be realised in the DiSCiPl project. 
Debugging is needed when the behaviour of the program at hand does not fulfil user's expec-
tations. 
The results of the questionnaires show (see D . W P l . l . M l . l - P a r t 1) that this happens when the 
answers produced are different from expected, or when some expected answers are missing. It 
shows also that a poor performance of the program is often a major problem; the time needed for 
computing answers may be too long for user's needs. 
Thus, programs may require 
• performance debugging and 
• correctness debugging (traditionally called incorrectness and insufficiency debugging). 
The tools developed in the DiSCiPl project are also intended to facilitate use of constraints 
programming for nonspecialists (end-users) and therefore must offer powerful integrated tools. 
Such tools will include most recent techniques derived from validation and abstract interpretation 
techniques. 
D . W P l . l . M l . l - P a r t 1 also emphatised lack of high level debugging tools for existing constraint 
systems (most of them use improved "box-model" traces or dynamic constraints values display). 
Enhanced debugging tools will take advantage of the clear separation between declarative and 
operational semantics of CLP, thus allowing high-level debugging facilities which do not refer to 
a particular constraint solver. 
The tools will also offer the possibility to structure a CLP program by different means: by 
predicates as the clausal form of CLP allows to do and by isolating on demand subsets of con-
straints. The later will be referred as S-box s tructuration. In fact predicates definitions are a way 
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to give the search-space a structure, as S-boxes are a way to put some structure on a constraint 
store and constraints propagation. 
Integrated practical use of these paradigms (use of different semantics and program structuring) 
will be referred as DiSCiPl programming methodology. With this programming methodology is 
associated a DiSCiPl debugging methodology. 
Tools supporting this methodology will 
• help program structuration, 
• clearly distinguish between declarative/operational semantics, 
• take advantage of the declarative semantics of CLP, 
• support and simplifies tracing, 
• include advanced vizualisation tools, 
• support run-time user interactions. 
The DiSCiPl debugging methodology is therefore based on two fundamental aspects of the 
project: 
• High level declarative CLP language. 
• Program and constraints structuration capabilities. 
1.1 C P debugging 
Constraints problems considered in the DiSCiPl project are expressed in constraint logic program-
ming languages (CLP). This means that their description has two components: clauses (say, logic 
programming component) or predicate definitions and constraints (constraint component). A CLP 
application is a combination of both components in a CLP program. 
There are programs in which clauses dominate, others where constraints dominate, and in-
termediate situations. Typical situation of the first case is logic programming, or applications 
written in Prolog. All CLP platforms developped in the DiSCiPl project are based on ISO Prolog 
as underlying logical language. 
Typical situation of the second case is a pure CSP problem specified by a set of constraints 
only. The usual intermediate situation corresponds to what is called CLP. A particular aspect of 
constraints problems is that no distinction necessarily is made a priori between program and data: 
da ta are coded into the program (usually as facts) or constraints. 
Typical CLP programs include: 
• Data . 
• Constraints, knowledges and Methods (e.g. combination of predefined methods = use of 
global constraints). 
• Strategy (e.g. labelling), heuristics description. 
• Da ta and solution display, User interfaces .... 
Different kinds of errors arise when developing a CLP program. They are detected through 
symptoms which depends from the part of the program they are originated (here we refer to 
program structure essentially based on predicates). 
• Data . 
E r r o r : mainly da ta inconsistency. 
S y m p t o m : bad display of data, deviation wrt predicate semantics. 
• Constraints, knowledges, methods: 
E r r o r : incorrect clause in program, bad control. 
S y m p t o m : deviation wrt predicate semantics, nontermination. 
Global constraints need specific methods. (Nothing clearly proposed yet) 
• Strategy, heuristics description. 
E r r o r : bad control (intervals) or bad strategy or heuristic (intervals, FD) . 
S y m p t o m : non termination (intervals) or bad performance (intervals, FD) 
• Da ta and solution display and User interfaces .... 
E r r o r : incorrect clause in program, control. 
S y m p t o m : deviation wrt predicate semantics, nontermination. 
Notice that a symptom is observed after some execution; it is therefore related to one compu-
tation (intended here as what happens after a CLP processor is activated with a goal). 
Another possibility is to study the CLP program, trying to find out whether or not there may 
exist error symptoms. Showing that there is no possibility of symptom is exactely a proof of 
correctness (no possibility of deviation). It means that the program is thus error free and also 
that the program behaves correctly (i.e. as expected) for all computations. 
A general approach of debugging will thus combine efforts showing absence of symptom, and 
if there is some evidence that there exists some (either by establishing formally their existence, 
or as resulting from an incorrect execution) to use such information to localise in the program 
the origin or the reasons of the unexpected behaviour. In the former case tools are related to all 
computations, as they are intended to debug "all computat ion". In the later case tools are related 
to "one computat ion", as they use a specific computation as start ing point. 
It must be observed that if incorrect behaviour comes from the model and /o r the programmed 
strategies, the error cannot be identified just at the level of some predicate or constraints. This is 
particularly t rue for performance debugging. The tools must allow thus to analyse efficiently very 
complex computations. 
Tools must also allow to re-do or modify computations at some point with the purpose to 
explore different strategies. 
A general approach of debugging will also try to take advantage of the declarative semantics of 
CLP as much as possible. It is in fact possible, using declarative semantics only, to show predicate 
correctness or to localise errors related to predicate definitions, or erroneous constraints (correct-
ness debugging). This permits to limit the use of tools related to the operational semantics to t rap 
errors related to operational semantics or search space (in particular performance debugging). 
The tools will be thus presented according to a classification which combines two parameters: 
declarative or operational semantics on one side, one computation (observed symptom) or all 
computations (absence or existence of symptom) on the other. 
1.2 Debugging tools 
The tools to be developed should be useful to a wide range of users. This includes naive users, 
which are mainly concerned with a basic understanding of the operation of the constraints program 
and of correctness issues. However, such users are often also interested in a basic understanding 
of some performance issues. The tools should also be interesting to advanced users, which will be 
developing large applications, and which will be more concerned with performance issues and the 
operational details of the search. Finally, system developers represent yet another group of users, 
who are basically interested in studying the performance of internal algorithms. However, although 
the tools developed will probably also be of use to system developers, they are not perceived as 
the primary target of the project 's tools. 
Due to the variety of users and aspects apparent from the previous discussion, the range 
of possible tools for debugging of constraint programs is quite large. Many of the aspects to 
be dealt with are quite experimental, and the literature on the topic is relatively scarce. This 
implies some difficulty in defining a priori the characteristics of the debugging and visualization 
tools to be developed in a very precise way. Some of these aspects are user requirements for 
debugging, controlling, understanding and improving constraint programs developed for complex 
and combinatorial use applications [SC95]. 
As explained in the previous section, tools will be classified according to the following criterion: 
• Semantics: declarative (D-based) or operational (LD-tree). 
• Symptoms: one computation (observed symptom) or all computations (proved absence or 
existence of symptom). 
Operational sem. 
Declarative sem. 
f comp. 
A l 
A2 
all comp. 
B2 
Bf 
The tools are presented according to combination of these two paradigms. 
A l : Operational semantics, one computation: 
Vizualisation of search space: selective observation of dynamic behaviour. Tools support 
investigation of a single test run, i.e. of the search space for some initial goal. A graphical 
tool for presentation of the search space to the user, mainly for purposes of performance 
debugging. The tool(s) should provide various means of focusing and abstraction, in order 
to cope with the, usually great, size of the search space. This will include as a special case 
functionalities present in box model Prolog debuggers. 
Dynamic diagnosis: localisation in the program of dynamic property violation. It may also 
be viewed as an auxiliary device for tools B2. 
Here we also include tools supporting specific strategies for selecting information from the 
search space. 
Assertions may also be used to localise dynamic properties violations. 
Notice also that the language of assertions may be useful as a focusing tool for graphical 
presentation of the search space, for example for localisation of certain nodes. 
A2: Declarative semantics, one computation: 
Declarative diagnosis consists of localisation in the program of erroneous clauses (by obser-
vation of declarative properties violation). 
Declarative debugger(s) for localization of incorrectness and insufficiency errors. Declarative 
diagnosis is a particular kind of searching an SLD-tree; a proof tree used in incorrectness 
diagnosis can be seen as an abstraction of a branch of an SLD-tree. In traditional approaches 
the LD tree traversed is hidden from the user, who has to concentrate on declarative aspects, 
answering queries chosen by the diagnoser. But a graphical interface may visualise the nodes 
of the tree connected with the queries of the diagnoser. 
Assertions may be used to help answering queries. 
B l : Declarative semantics, all computations: 
Proof of declarative properties, generation and static diagnosis. Static diagnosis consists of 
localisation in the program of erroneous clause by observation of failed or inconclusive proofs 
(of declarative properties). 
Here we plan tools for both inferring and checking program properties, mainly for the purpose 
of correctness debugging. The properties will be expressed as assertions, the proposal focuses 
on the use of types. 
B2: Operational semantics, all computations: 
Proof of operational properties, generation and static diagnosis. Static diagnosis consists of 
localisation in the program of erroneous clause by observation of failed or inconclusive proofs 
(of operational properties). 
The difference with above tools B l above comes only from the kind of considered properties 
(declarative and independent from the solvers, or operational and related to the resolution 
or solvers strategies). 
It is worth to observe that the difference between static and dynamic diagnosis lies in the 
fact that deviations are analysed for all computations or with one computation respectively. 
During the project, a series of debugging tools which combine several basic tools (search tree 
visualisation, provers, generators, static, dynamic and declarative diagnosers) will be developed. 
The better understood will be developed by the industrial partners, and the more experimental 
will be prototyped by the university partners. Four CLP platforms will be upgraded with such 
debugging environments: 
• CLP(FD + Interval), 
• CIAO, 
• CHIP V5 (beta version), 
• Prolog IV (beta version). 
1.3 Organisation of the report 
This report describes the tools to be developed by the project as precisely as possible: functional-
ities of tools are explained, then the platforms on which several tools will be combined are briefly 
described. It is not possible at the present state of the project to give precise description of the 
final advanced tools, because their efficient integration is the goal of the project itself and need 
further investigations. However it is possible, from this report, to have a clear picture of the main 
functionalities of the final tools. 
The report is organised as follows. 
• Semantical background (Section 2): a short presentation of the different CLP semantics the 
tools refer to (declarative, operational, abstract solving). It helps to understand the level of 
action of each tool. 
• Discussion and presentation of three families of tools (Sections 3,4,5). 
• Selection of the tools to be developed in the current project on different academic and 
industrial CLP platforms (Section 6). This includes intermediate modules used to build 
integrated tools and short platforms descriptions. 
2 Semantic background 
This section outlines a few semantic notions needed for presentation of the proposed tools. 
As stated above, debugging is required if the program behaves differently than expected. Com-
monly the user would notice that the system delivers unexpected answers, tha t some expected 
answers are missing, or that the waiting time for some answers is unacceptably long. 
The answers delivered by the system result from computations. Thus clarification of the 
discrepancies would generally require analysis of the particular computation where the unexpected 
behaviour has been noticed. For this we need an abstract model of the computation, suitable as 
a basis for presentation to the user and for analysis. We adopt for this purpose the notion of 
LD-tree, or search tree, originating from logic programming. Majority of the tools proposed has 
a connection to LD trees. In particular various visualisation tools refer directly to LD-trees. 
For a large class of CLP programs, answers can be characterised independently of computa-
tions, by a declarative semantics. Such semantics provides thus a basis for comparing the user's 
expectations with the answers of the actual program. In particular, the user may be interested 
whether or not all answers of a program for a given class of queries have certain property, for 
example if they belong to a certain type. The program analysis tools proposed in this report 
address such questions. 
Another difficulty comes from the size of the constraint store associated to every computation 
step. Abstract constraint solver approach (Task T.WP2.3) is a basic semantical approach for 
analysis of constraint store structure and constraint propagation. 
The rest of this section discusses: 
• A simple example program, used in the sequel for illustration of the outlined notions. 
• The _D-based declarative semantics (where D is the constraint domain) to be used in program 
analysis tools. 
• The notion of LD-tree, or search tree, referred to by the majority of the proposed tools. 
• Some basics on abstract constraint solving and constraint store structuration. 
2.1 Example 
A very small example will be used to illustrate semantics. 
The following programs specify integer scalar product, i.e.: they define the ternary relation p, 
p(pl,p2,p3) where p2 and p3 are vectors with integer coordinates, and 
pi = p2 x p3 (scalar product) 
First version : CLP(I) (Integer arithmetics). 
P r l e l l : p ( N+X*P, [XIS] , [PIR]) : - p(N, S, R ) . 
c l 2 : p ( 0 , [ ] , [ ] ) . 
Second version: CLP( PA) (Presburger arithmetics) 
Pr2 c 2 1 : p(N+L, [X+1 |S ] , [LIR]) : - p(N, [XIS] , [ L | R ] ) . 
c22 : p(N, [ 0 | S ] , [PIR]) : - p(N, S, R ) . 
c 2 3 : p ( 0 , [ ] , [ ] ) . 
The answers of the program for the query 
p ( 1 0 , L, [ 5 , 2 ] ) . 
may be linked to some practical problems. For example they may show how to pay 10 money 
units with coins of 5 and 2, or how to cover a segment of length 10 by segments of length 5 and 2. 
In some CLP languages used in the project the programs could be represented as follows. 
In Prolog IV (intervals): 
p ( N . + . X . * . P , [ X | S ] , [ P | R ] ) : - g e ( X , 0 ) , p ( N , S , R ) . 
p ( 0 , [ ] , [ ] ) . 
'/, I n t e r v a l S o l v e r 
'/. Query: p ( 1 0 , L , [ 5 ,2 ] ) , i n t s p l i t ( L ) . 
'/, Answers: L = [ 0 , 5 ] ; 
'/. L = [2 ,0 ] . 
In CHIP V5 (Rationals and Finite Domains): 
p(N+X*P, [XIS] , [PIR]) : - p(N, S, R ) . 
p ( 0 , [ ] , [ ] ) . 
p l ( P l , P2 , P3) : - p ( S c a l a r , P2 , P 3 ) , S c a l a r ~= P I . 
'/, R a t i o n a l S o l v e r 
'/. Query: P2 = [ 5 , 2 ] , P3 = [XI, X2] , p l ( 1 0 , P2 , P3) ? 
'/. Answer: P3 = [2 - (2/5)*X2, X2] 
p2(Pl, P2, P3) :- P3 :: 0..10, p(Scalar, P2, P3), Scalar #= PI, 
labeling(P3). 
l a b e l i n g ( [ ] ) . 
l a b e l i n g ( [ X IY]) : - i ndomain (X) , l a b e l i n g ( Y ) . 
7« F i n i t e Domain S o l v e r 
'/. Query: P2 = [ 5 , 2 ] , P3 = [XI, X2] , p 2 ( 1 0 , P2 , P3) , 
'/. Answer: P3 = [0 , 5] 
'/. P3 = [2 , 0] 
2.2 Domain based declarative semantics 
The _D-based semantics (where D is a constraint domain) characterises all possible answers of the 
program without referring to the way of its execution. It is fully described in [DM93, B F L + 9 5 , 
Fag96]. This section gives only a brief outline illustrated with examples. The program analysis 
tools to be developed in the project refer to this semantics. 
We consider constraint programs over a given constraint domain D. The _D-based semantics 
associates with a given program a (usually infinite) set of D-atoms of the form p{v\,..., vn) where p 
is an n-ary predicate and v±,..., vn are elements of D, or da ta structures built out of such elements, 
e.g. lists. This set is called the least D-model of the program and can be defined in terms of proof 
trees, as sketched below. 
The variables of the program range over D (and the da ta structures over D). Take a valuation 
of the variables of a clause that satisfies the constraints of this clause. Under this valuation a 
clause may be used as a rule consisting of D-atoms. For the program Pr2, p(10, [2,0], [5,2]) :— 
p(5, [1,0], [5,2]) is an example of such a rule. The clauses without body atoms give rise to facts. 
The rules can be represented by trees and can be combined in a natural way as illustrated by the 
following example. A tree whose frontier nodes correspond to facts (and thus cannot be further 
extended) is called a proof tree. The _D-based semantics consists of the D-atoms labelling the 
nodes of all proof trees. 
The following example shows a proof tree of Program Pr2 . 
c 2 1 , p ( 1 0 , [ 2 , 0 ] , [ 5 , 2 ] ) 
c 2 1 , p ( 5 , [ 1 , 0 ] , [ 5 , 2 ] ) 
c22 , p ( 0 , [ 0 , 0 ] , [ 5 , 2 ] ) 
c22 , p ( 0 , [ 0 ] , [2 ] ) 
c 2 3 , p ( 0 , [ ] , [ ] ) 
Each node of the tree is labelled by the clause name used to extend it and the corresponding 
D-valued atom. 
Domain based declarative semantics describes the relations defined by the program. The 
question is whether these relations correspond to user expectations, tha t is whether they have 
some expected properties. 
For example, the user may expect that the ternary relation p defined by the program P r l has 
the following property: 
For all (pi ,p2,p3) in p, if p2 and p3 are lists of integers, then pi is an integer, or 
For all (pl,p2,p3) in p, if pi is an integer and p3 is a list of integers, then p2 is a list of 
integers. 
A formal expression of these properties would resemble a type declaration. 
Another expected property could be: For all (pl,p2,p3) in p, if p2 and p3 are integer vectors 
then pi is their scalar product p2 x p3. 
Given a statement S of a property the user may be interested, whether or not: 
• Each element of the domain based semantics of P has this property, in which case P is said 
to be partially correct wrt S. This concerns for example type checking of a program wrt to 
a given type declaration. 
• Every element with property S is included in the semantics of P, in which case P is said 
to be complete wrt S. For example the user may expect that the semantics of program P 
contains all elements of the form p (p2 x p 3 , p 2 , p3 ) . Intuitively, completeness means that 
all answers expected by the user can be delivered by the program. 
[****** Former Version: 
Such tree may also be obtained from the tree built from clauses only (it is the same tree labelled 
by the clause names only). This tree is called skeleton. With every node of such tree it is possible 
to associate the constraints which must be satisfied. The previous example tree can be obtained 
from the following skeleton with constraints (instances of clauses are renamed).] 
Such a proof tree may be obtained from a skeleton. A skeleton is a tree built out of uninstan-
tiated clauses. With every node of such tree it is possible to associate the constraints that must 
be satisfied. The tree from previous example can be obtained from the following skeleton with 
constraints (instances of clauses are renamed). 
{N0=10, Q0=[5 ,2 ]} 
{N0=N1+L1,P0=[X1+1|S1] ,Q0=[L1|R1] ,P1=[X1|S1] ,Q1=[LI |R1]} 
{N1=N2+L2,P1=[X2+1|S2],Q1=[L2|R2],P2=[X2|S2],Q2=[L2|R2]} 
{N2=N3, P 2 = [ 0 | P 3 ] , Q2=[L3|Q3]} 
{N3=N4, P 3 = [ 0 | P 4 ] , Q3=[L4|Q4]} 
• g o a l 
. c 2 1 , 
. c 2 1 , 
. c22 , 
. c22 , 
. c 2 3 , 
p(N0, 
p ( N l , 
p(N2, 
p (N3, 
p(N4, 
P0 , 
P I , 
P2 , 
P 3 , 
P4 , 
Q0) 
QD 
Q2) 
Q3) 
Q4) 
{N4=0, P 4 = [ ] , Q4=[]} I 
The constraints are obtained from "normalised" clauses of Pr2: 
c 2 1 : p(N0, PO, QO) : - {N0=N1+L1, P0=[Xl+11 S I ] , Q0=[L1|R1] , 
P1=[X1 |S1 ] , Q1=[L1 |R1]} , p ( N l , P I , Q l ) . 
c22 : p(N0, PO, QO) : - {N0=N1, P 0 = [ 0 | P 1 ] , Q0=[L1|Q1]} , p ( N l , P I , Q l ) . 
c 3 3 : p(N0, PO, QO) : - {N0=0, P0= [] , Q0=[ ]} . 
2.3 Operational semantics: LD-trees 
The notion of LD-tree (SLD-tree with Prolog Computat ion rule), or search space, for a CLP 
program and goal is an adaptat ion of a similar notion known for logic programs (see for example 
[DM93]. It is an abstraction of a computation performed for a given goal. Rigorous presentations 
of various notions of search space can be found for example in [BFL+95, Fag96] and (in terms of 
generalised and-or trees) in [dlBHB+96, dlBH93] . 
Nodes of an LD-trees represent states of the computation, and correspond to procedure calls. 
Each node is labelled by a sequence of atoms and by a constraint. The labels of the edges show 
the clauses of the program used for resolution at a given step of computation. The impact of the 
constraint solver involved is represented by the form of the constraints labelling the nodes. The fail 
nodes are those where the constraint solver detects unsatisfiability of the node constraints. The 
success nodes are those labelled with the empty sequence of atoms. The corresponding constraint 
determines then the computed answer for the initial goal. Thus, LD-trees have failed, success and 
infinite branches. 
In computations of CLP(FD) a distinction is made between Prolog computation phase gener-
ating constraints, and the labelling phase where solutions of the generated constraints are enu-
merated. However, on the abstraction level of LD-tree no distinction need to be made between 
choice points of the Prolog computation and choice points of labelling. The labelling strategy can 
itself be described as a CLP program, as shown in the CHIP version of P r l for finite domains. 
The concept of LD-tree is illustrated by the following example concerning the program Pr2 . 
p ( 1 0 , [ A , B ] , [ 5 , 2 ] ) 
{10=N1+5,A=X1+1} I c21 {A=0} I c22 I c23 
p(Nl, [XI,B], [5,2]){N1=5} p(10, [B], [2]) fail 
{5=N2+5,X1=X2+1} I c21 I c22 I c23 I c21 {B=0} I c22 I c23 
p(N2,[X2,B],[5,2]){N2=0} fail fail 
I c21 I c22 I c23 
fail p(0,[B],[2] fail 
(0 = N3+5) 
I c21 {B=0} I c22 I c23 
fail p(0, [],[]) fail 
p ( 1 0 , [ ] , [ ] ) f a i l 
f a i l f a i l f a i l 
I c21 I c22 I c23 
f a i l f a i l s u c c e s s 
one s u c c e s s 
(5 t i m e s c 2 1 , t h e n c23) 
Search for all answers for a given goal corresponds to complete traversal of the LD-tree in the 
depth-first left-to-right order. 
The LD-semantics is essential for debugging as it abstracts useful information about the com-
putations, which can thus be presented to the user and compared with his expectations: 
• The LD-tree represents complete search for answers for a given goal. Its visualisation may 
provide necessary information for performance debugging. 
• The nodes of LD-tree are abstractions of computational states and provide information about 
relations between variables, about the state of constraints etc.). Further abstraction may be 
needed to present this information to the user. The proposed visualisation tools may help 
to understand some properties of the store and its evolution. 
• The LD tree shows the constraints produced by the constraint solver, thus can be a basis 
for studying local constraint propagation. 
• The LD-tree determines all answers for a given goal. Thus it can be a basis for querying the 
user concerning correctness and completeness of the answers. This observation is exploited by 
the declarative debugging techniques which localise the error by a querying process controlled 
by the form of the LD-tree and by user answers. 
• The LD-semantics gives a basis for studying invariants of program execution. Invariants may 
be associated with predicates. For instance a call invariant for p is a property of arguments 
of p satisfied whenever p is selected for resolution in a class of LD-trees. For example, for 
the Program P r l and the last query from section 2.1, "the first argument o /p is an unbound 
variable" is a call invariant. Another kinds of invariants may be of interest, for instance 
describing the arguments of a predicate both at its calls and successes. 
2.4 Abstract constraint solving and S-boxes 
The aim of the tools is to help programmers in their debugging activities by visualizing and 
manipulating the constraint store. Basically, to each node of the LD-tree, it should be associated 
the corresponding constraint store. The understanding of the state of the store at each computation 
step is the key of constraint correctness (and often performance) debugging. 
Unfortunately, the specific processing of constraint debugging presents a number of difficulties. 
Before entering the details of the proposed tools, we introduce some basics on the constraint store 
and its structure. 
To understand the different aspects of constraint debugging, it seems necessary to inspect with 
care the main different classes of solving techniques and the corresponding information which is 
to be found in the store. The two main different aspects of constraint solving concern: 
1. reduction of var iables 'domains 
2. symbolic manipulations of formulas 
In the case of finite domain and interval constraints (the main focus of the project), we are 
mainly concerned with reduction of variables' domains but as will be developed, there are several 
reasons to take symbolic manipulations of formulas into account. The work in progress in task 
T.WP2.3 let us think that both types of constraint solving methods can be unified, at least at 
a theoretical level. However, if specific investigations of parts of the store concerned with com-
plete/symbolic solving algorithms (e.g. Simplex/Gaussian elimination, complete Boolean solvers, 
etc.) are required for debugging purposes, crucial differences between the two aspects must be 
taken into account. We will come back on this mat ter in the following sections. 
More precisely, as shown in [Ben96] and as will be fully developped in task T .WP2.3 , a possible 
alternative representation of constraint stores is to define a function which associates to every set of 
formulas a set of operators, called constraint narrowing operators, defined over Cartesian products 
of subsets of the constraint domain. For example, to the constraint z = x + y is associated an 
operator which takes the Cartesian product of three intervals representing the domains for the 
variables x,y and z (let us call such Cartesian products boxes) and computes the smallest box 
(with respect to a certain floating point representation of numbers) containing the intersection of 
the initial box and of the relation add ={z(ElR\x + y = z}. Then, the overall computation over 
the store is expressed in terms of fixed points of the constraint narrowing operators. For example, 
in most interval-based system [B097, OV93, OB93, Gou95, Col96, BT95], a floating point interval 
(that is a real-valued interval whose bounds are floating point numbers) is associated to every 
variable and constraints are decomposed in primitive constraints (fresh variables are introduced 
when necessary). These constraints are related one to each other by variable sharing and form 
a network. At each computation step (node of the search tree) constraints are added to the 
network (tell operations) which is stabilized, leading to variables' domain contractions and possibly 
inconsistency detection. Note that no symbolic transformation of formulas representing constraints 
is involded in this process. 
In this last representation, the most relevant information at hand for debugging purposes is the 
newly computed set of variables' domains. Examination of this state (which can be conveniently 
formalized as an "hyper-box") will lead to the discovery of error symptoms in a very broad sense. 
To state it roughly, in the course of the debugging process, the state of the variables' domains is 
considered correct by the programmer before the processing of the computation step and incorrect 
after the domain reduction process (unexpected inconsistency, no reduction, too much reduction, 
etc.). Such unexpected behaviour may have a number of possible causes: 
• the program rule which was used at the corresponding node is incorrect in the sense that 
the constraint set added to the store is different from what was expected by the programmer 
(addition of wrong equalities from the unification process, mispelled variables, mathematical 
modeling of the sub-problem is erroneous), 
• the above problem was encountered in previous nodes but remained undetected (no imme-
diate "visible" consequences, only visible consequences are on untracked variables, etc.) 
• everything is correct, but the incompleteness of the solver does not allow for sufficient do-
main contraction, thus leading to unexpected behaviour (for example in most interval-based 
systems, adding the constraints 6 [0,1], y 6 [0,1] to an empty store does not 
lead to any domain modification for variable y. 
Possible courses of action to track the cause(s) of the problem involves: 
• examination of the constraint store, 
• dynamic examination of the fixed point computation and its intermediate consequences on 
the variables' domains, 
• examination of previous domain modifications (history) 
The first difficulties come from the size, complexity and code-independance of the current store. 
3 Tools related to operational semantics and a single com-
putation: search space and constraint propagation anal-
ysis (Al) 
The tools presented in this section are intended to be used when a program, for a given test 
data, produces wrong results which cannot be detected or dorrected by other tools, or shows 
unsatisfactory efficiency. The latter often means that no result is obtained in a reasonable amount 
of time. Tools refer to operational semantics and will present different aspects of the computation 
in order to help the user to understand the reasons for the undesired behaviour. 
A usual abstraction for a single computation of a (constraint) logic program, executed with 
the Prolog selection rule, is an LD-tree. Most of the tools considered in this section can be seen 
as means of obtaining information from an LD-tree and presenting this information to the user. 
The need for novel debugging tools for constraint programming comes from the fact that the 
tools traditionally used in logic and imperative programming are not quite enough for constraint 
logic programming. In classical debuggers, the values of variables at a given execution state 
are visualized. In imperative languages destructive assignment is allowed and there is no extra 
information, besides the current value of variables. However, in CLP we deal with logical variables. 
A variable has a store containing extra information like pre/post properties, a domain (possible 
values) and suspended constraints. This information changes from one step in the computation 
to another. The user is able at any node in the LD-tree to give an interpretation to this dynamic 
information. 
Classical debuggers somehow show the control part of the execution and the values of variables, 
but usually not in the most appropriate way: control information is usually too implicit, the 
number of variables whose value is shown is usually too large making it difficult to interpret, and 
they usually do not focus on errors or reasons for unexpected failures. Another aspect specific 
to constraint languages is the need for showing the store, i.e. the set of active constraints in a 
given execution state. An additional problem is that the number of active constraints is usually 
too large and some way of focusing in the relevant information is needed for the user to properly 
understand the effect of constraints. We now consider these three aspects separately. 
3.1 Showing Control Features 
Although one of the basic properties of constraint programs is that they can generally be under-
stood declaratively, i.e. without looking at control aspects, a concrete control strategy which drives 
the execution flow (and, thus, the search) implicitly exists in the evaluation engine. Sometimes a 
lack of understanding of how this control operates makes a program difficult to debug from the 
performance point of view. This control has three important components: the search determined 
by the program, the search in labelling and the control of constraint propagation. Each of them 
can be influenced separately and can have a major impact on the performance of the program. 
3.1 .1 S h o w i n g Contro l Graphical ly 
It appears useful to develop one or more tools which show globally how the execution proceeded 
both from the point of view of the program search and of the labelling steps. It is interesting to 
show which variables are involved in a given node / predicate call; this particular aspect will be 
covered in other sections and by other tools, but it appears advantageous to interface those tools 
with the control view. 
The third aspect related to control, i.e. computation of constraint propagation, will be dealt 
with in Section 3.3.3 below. 
In several constraint logic programming systems (as CHIP or Prolog IV) the labelling / search 
strategy can be specified by passing a parameter to the appropriate predicate. At each node 
the user can control how good the behaviour of the chosen strategy is. This, combined with 
visualisation of the domain of variables provides the programmer with a good view of how the 
search space is being reduced. 
Regarding the display of execution trees, we propose the following strategy: 
• We will start by developing a generic search tree visualiser. The idea is to show graphically 
the nodes of both the programmed search and the labelling search trees. 
In the programmed search view, a node should be shown per predicate call. To display 
this search, information about predicate names, clause invocations, and goals called within 
a clause, should be kept (suggestion on how this information is gathered, and where it is 
kept, can be found in Section 3.5). Several actions should be possible while displaying this 
tree, namely: stopping the execution, stepping forward and backward, and abstracting parts 
of the execution in order to avoid collapsing the programmer with too many details (see 
Section 3.2.1). 
In the labelling search view, the nodes are those corresponding to selections performed 
within the labelling procedure. Similar abstracting facilities apply (for example, the labelling 
predicate in CHIP builds automatically the search tree where each node can be considered). 
• In a further elaboration, clicking on the nodes will give a (possibly graphical) view of the 
state of relevant variables at tha t point. This will be performed by calling the corresponding 
visualisers (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3) with the appropriate data . 
It is also interesting to have the possibility of switching between an event-oriented view and a 
time-oriented view. In an event-oriented view, every execution event (basically, every node of the 
tree) takes the same space in the output . In a time-oriented view, the placement of the nodes is 
scaled in order to reflect the actual time that node has used (note that , for example, traversing 
a head may trigger complex constraint propagation and solving in the engine, which cannot be 
obviated). This dual view was also implemented in VisAndOr [CGH93], and shown to be useful 
in practice. 
3.1 .2 T h e B o x M o d e l 
Rather than showing the search tree of the execution, classical Prolog debuggers are generally 
based on the simple and well-known "box model". This is an execution model where every call 
can be seen as a box, with input and output unidirectional gates named ports. These ports are 
associated with events happening to this call/box: entering into, exiting with success, reentering 
to try another choice, exiting with failure. Some other ports can be defined (for instance, a port 
indicating which rule number in the predicate is currently chosen, or the call arguments when the 
unification with the head of the tried rule succeeds, or other.. .). Other ports especially devised for 
constraints will be studied. As an example, in the CHIC Project three ports were added to the 
classical box model related to the following events: the constraint has been successfully added to 
the store, the constraint has been delayed, or a constraint which was not instantiated enough to 
execute when first reached by execution is now woken. 
Following an execution can be done with several commands showing more or less details about 
boxes: 
• Stepping shows inner calls (we have a glass-box), 
• Skipping considers the current box to be a black-box (inner calls are not seen), 
• Continuing until a previously set break-point is reached. 
Concerning the execution state, some commands to display the current call and choice-point 
stacks are a good help. This allows to somehow understand in a simple way what the current state 
of the computation is. 
Showing variables is also an interesting feature. Here are some desirable capabilities: 
• Seeing values or domains of variables (at least active variables). 
• Checking variables: This consists in calling a Prolog goal (with or without constraints) and 
forget the constraints (just look at the result of this call). 
• Constraining variables permanently. This consists in calling a Prolog goal and keep all added 
constraints. 
Graphical B o x - M o d e l : A first idea would be to graphically display true boxes (which may 
contain other small boxes) with a zooming/unzooming mechanism when entering into/exit ing 
from inner boxes. But the box-model metaphor, although very useful in a text environment, 
becomes hard to understand if more than a few levels of nested boxes are displayed. This graphical 
representation should thus be only used with pedagogical purposes. The next idea is to build the 
tree in which each node corresponds to a box, without trying to display child-boxes inside their 
parents. We get then a more informative and relatively condensed execution trace, as an and-or 
control tree described in Section 3.1.1. 
3.2 Showing Values of Variables 
The values of variables are the drivers of the execution and its ult imate objective. Thus, it is 
of utmost importance knowing them in order to uncover any possible correctness or performance 
bug. In the case of traditional languages this is a comparatively easy task, but in the realm 
of constraint languages the situation is more involved: definite values are now transformed into 
constraints which relate the values of the variables and which restrict the values which a variable 
can take. 
In the case of finite domains, a variable can only take a subset of a discrete set of values, 
usually represented by integers. A possible visualisation tool will allow selecting some variables, 
and showing their values according to several depictions. One example is to represent the values 
as highlighted squares in a wider rectangle which represents the whole domain. Colours can be 
used to depict other (possibly historical) information about the variables. This shows the values 
of variables at a given point in the execution, as well as the evolution of variables over time if a 
step through feature is present. 
In principle all the selected variables could be visualised, regardless whether they are active (i.e. 
reachable) or not from the current clause invocation. Selecting precisely the variables which are 
reachable from a given program point can be done by hand (inspecting the program) or by using 
the tool(s) described in Section 3.1.1. Program inspection by hand can be done, for example, with 
the addition to the program of meta-predicates which specify which variables should be visualised. 
Such meta-predicates do not change the meaning of the program at all, and should thus be easily 
removable. 
A tool to depict the values of variables (taking into account its constrained nature) is also 
perceived as very useful. The proposed basic depiction for finite domain variables has many 
points in common with that proposed by Micha Meier [Mei96] for the Eclipse system [Eur93]. 
A first implementation of a prototype could follow the points below: 
1. Define a file format, closely related to the metalanguage to represent constraints and variable 
values; this file format should be able to: 
(a) represent changes in the domains of variables as a result of constraint addition and as 
a result of constraint propagation (it is important to differentiate them), 
(b) link run-time variables with the names of variables as they appear in the program text 
(this is important in order to give correct feedback to the user), 
(c) represent constraints posted to the store, and link them with the textual form that 
appears in the program, 
(d) express backtracking from the point of view of the constraint solver (i.e. reset variable 
domains to a previous state and remove constraints from the store). 
2. Develop a tool which can read files in this format and show (a subset of) the variables present 
in the file, being able to: 
• Show the domains of the variables (possibly a la GRACE [Mei96], where each domain is 
represented gment and values inside the domain are points inside this segment), 
• Be able to concentrate on critical parts of a domain under the user request (which can 
be perceived as a weak type of abstraction, see Section 3.2.1, since parts of the domain 
are not taken into account), 
• Update the domain representation as the variables are updated, 
• In the case that a domain update is a direct consequence of a user constraint, it would 
be interesting to show this constraint, 
• On the other hand, if variables are updated as a result of propagation, this should be 
clearly indicated as well. 
3. Several actions should be possible within this tool: stopping, stepping forward and back-
wards, etc. 
3.2 .1 A b s t r a c t i n g 
In executions of large problems, the debugging process has to cope not only with sizeable traces, but 
also with a large number of variables and of possible values which can overwhelm the programmer. 
Thus, it is highly desirable to have methods which help to deal with these cases. A general 
abstraction method, amenable to be applied to as many cases as possible, gives the programmer 
a homogeneous interface. 
In the case of control depiction (Section 3.1.1), a clear possibility is abstracting parts of the 
search tree, possibly by collapsing them [Sch97]. The user might select which parts of the tree 
can be collapsed (perhaps those which correspond to parts of the program known to be correct). 
However, unlike in [Sch97], this abstraction need not lose all important information: for example, 
if performance debugging is being aimed at, a tag (such as a number or a colour) can be added to 
the collapsed subtree which indicates the amount of work represented by that tree. 
In the case of the representation of (finite) variable domains, feasible techniques have to be 
adopted for the cases in which there are either too many variables, or the domains of certain 
variables are too large. 
In the first case, an obvious method is selecting which variables are traced, either projecting 
the whole set of program variables on a particular (set of) clause(s), on a particular (set of) 
constraint(s), or allowing the user to pinpoint which variables are to be visualised. 
In the second case, a refinement / abstraction of the domain must be defined. Sometimes, a 
feasible abstraction is taking only the lower and upper bound of the allowed values to represent 
the domain of the variable. The variable is thus represented as an interval. There are important 
cases of real problems where this abstraction does not actually lose any information, from the 
point of view of the problem. 
More advanced possibilities can involve user interaction, where the user defines which values 
can be taken out of the variable representation. A possible form of doing this is by expressing 
a constraint which defines the values the user knows to be unimportant for the problem under 
consideration. This constraint filters the representation, which will only take into account the 
values that are not ruled out by the user-imposed constraint. The system may warn the user if a 
value ruled out by the debugging constraint is not discarded by the program. 
3.3 Showing Constraints 
Imagine a C(L)P program composed of one single rule, to which is associated a huge and /or 
complex set of constraints. When the resulting answer is "unexpected" (in any sense) it is obvious 
that no analysis of the program structure, execution, etc. will help at all. 
We will call constraint debugging the process of debugging programs by examining the con-
straint store(s) as opposed to examining the rule-structure (and the execution) of the program. 
It is generally admitted that , while programs and da ta are structured in may ways (procedures, 
predicates and rules, objects, tree structures, etc.), the store is a mere flat and huge collection 
of formulas with no structure whatsoever. Moreover, in modern constraint languages, coopera-
tion of solvers generate even more complex, heterogeneous and intricate store structures (e.g. in 
Prolog IV). 
A possible start ing point for the design of a workable store structure should come out after the 
completion of tasks T.WP2.3 (abstract constraint solving) and T.WP3.4 (complex constraint ab-
straction) as well as their graphical debugging-related counterpart T .WP2.3 (domain independent 
visualisation paradigm). 
3.3 .1 S h o w i n g Re la t ionsh ips 
The tools described in Section 3.2 do not give any direct insight into the relationships / mutual 
influence among variables. As the values of variables are updated by adding constraints (which 
restrict a variable's domain, or relate different variables), exploring which constraints are active at 
a given point is also very interesting. In general, it is interesting to show some / all the constraints 
in which a subset of variables are involved. Several tools which may help the user to view the active 
constraints can be devised. A possible constraint depiction selects one constraint from the program 
text, and shows it, together with the variables involved in it. Another, data-driven possibility, is 
selecting some variables and showing which constraints relate them. But this text-based approach 
will not always be appropriate, as the constraints can be complex, or the number of constraints 
very high, resulting in a relatively cryptic result. 
The representations mentioned above retain a language-oriented representation. It is possible, 
though, to develop graphical representations of the relationships among variables. One possibility 
is to show a 2-D tableaux. One dimension can correspond to a selected variable, and the other 
dimension to another selected variable. The 2-D points in which both variables can take a value 
are highlighted, which provides an intuitive feedback of how the variables are related. This, in 
fact, does not show only a given constraint among two given variables, but rather the accumulated 
effect of all active constraints on the variables. It is not possible to predict the practical interest of 
such vizualisation. It will therefore be implemented only if its usefulleness is clearly demonstrated. 
Based on the previous depiction, an appealing possibility is to develop an interactive represen-
tat ion. This would be a graphical representation which would allow the user to actively restrict 
the domain of the variables (as the program execution does) and see how this affects the rest of 
the variables, taking into account the constraints active at a given moment. This feedback should 
give the user an intuition of how the variables are related. It is thus also possible to verify that 
some expected constraints hold among the variables. Continuing with the depiction mentioned 
above, where variable domains are shown as highlighted squares in a rectangle, a variable can be 
selected, so that its value can be changed by the user. This will induce changes in the domain of 
the variables which are related to it, and these changes can be shown interactively. It is expected 
that this will help in showing how variables interact with each other, and to verify that the ex-
pected constraints hold among selected variables [CH96]. The same can be applied to the case in 
which two variables are shown in a 2-D fashion: selecting a third variable, and manually changing 
its value, can be reflected in the resulting grid. A possible 3-D depiction, along the same lines 
could be devised. This will however likely be explored at research level. 
This animation-based tool is more involved than the previous one in which it has not only to 
read a history of the constraints generated by the program, but it also needs to have access to the 
constraint solver, in order to know the (new) variable values after a user update . 
3.3 .2 Control l ing size and c o m p l e x i t y of t h e s tore (S -boxes ) 
As mentioned above, no reasoning can be done on a flat representation of the store. This can be 
addressed by allowing the programmer to structure the store by modifying the constraint granu-
larity. This would be achievable by structuring the store as a hierarchy of sub-stores, organised 
themselves in sub-stores etc. and giving the programmer the necessary tools to: 
• create and modify the hierarchy, 
• concentrate on a local view of selected sub-parts, 
• navigate in two directions (search tree and propagation process) in these sub-stores 
Taking advantage of properties of the constraint narrowing operators and of the main algorithm 
computing the overall domain reductions, it is then possible to generate arbitrary levels of abstrac-
tions of the store by considering subsets of the store as global constraints (in order to simplify the 
representation). 
Our preliminary proposition in this direction is to allow the user to add structure information 
to the source code by marking selected goals in selected rule bodies. The set of "interesting" 
constraints (e.g. finite domain and /or interval constraints) defined by the corresponding predicates 
would then form a sub-store (box). Hierarchical organisation of the store is then associated to the 
program structure. 
Contrarily, decomposition of (some) global constraints would help refining the visualisation of 
crucial sub-parts of the store. In the case of pre-defined global constraints (especially in finite 
domain-based systems), domain modifications coming from global constraints may be incompre-
hensible to the programmer if he has no precise knowledge of the underlying algorithms. Actual 
decomposition might not be very useful in this case. 
We present below a graphical tool which implements a "divide and conquer" method reducing 
the store to a manageable size. 
T h e s tore -as -a -box v i e w The key idea of our method is to consider a store as a closed box 
(referred as S-box in the following) with no connection with the outside. Moreover, the store may 
gather only a subset of all constraints already processed. By default, there is only one box which 
contains the whole store at a node of the search tree. 
One way to create S-boxes is to highlight some parts of the CLP program. Action depends of 
what is highlighted: 
• some constraints: they are all linked in one S-box; 
• a goal: all constraints created when resolving the goal are included in one S-box; 
• head of a clause: all constraints created while in the clause are included in one S-box. 
Note that the three cases may be mixed. For example, highlighting two constraints (c\,C2) 
and one goal g\ creates one box gathering ci , C2 and all the constraints created while resolving the 
goal. S-boxes are thus organised in a hierarchical way. 
From the propagation view-point, a S-box acts as a big constraint which is the conjunction of 
all constraints it embeds (see section 3.3.2). Note that it implies a modification of the propagation 
process (all constraints pertaining to the same S-box must be awaken in such a way that the whole 
propagation appears as atomic from the outside). 
The set of constraints of the active S-box is displayed in a graph form: nodes are constraints1 
and edges link constraints sharing variables. Moreover, S-boxes at a deeper level than the active 
S-box will be materialised in a way to be defined (by means of colour or figures embedding 
constraints, . . . ) . A S-box can be promoted to the active one by clicking on it. Its contents is then 
"zoomed" and it becomes the active store , tha t is all links with S-boxes at the same or higher 
level disappear. All is done as if constraints outside the active S-box did not exist. This allows 
the user to focus on a sub-part of its problem. The user has the ability to create sub-boxes in the 
active S-box by clicking on the constraints he wants to gather. 
The hierarchy of existing S-boxes will appear in a tree form allowing the user to step backward 
and forward in the "zooming process". 
As it can easily be seen, our approach is similar to extracting constraints from the main CLP 
program, then gathering them in clauses to form a new structured Prolog program. An intended 
benefit of this would be to allow declarative debugging of CLP programs with no structure (such 
as the one goal program) using methods such as those described in [FT97]. 
3 .3 .3 Constra int propagat ion 
Tracing of the propagation process is as important a task in the CLP scheme as the tracing of 
instructions in imperative languages. 
This is very important for correctness but can also be of crucial interest to detect slow con-
vergence or inefficient constraint stacking. It is not conceivable to trace step by step the whole 
fixed point computation or even worse a whole sequence of fixed point computations. A possible 
solution is to give the programmer the possibility to set breakpoints based on certain properties 
of the execution state. For example a breakpoint can be set when: 
1. inconsistency is detected, 
1Note that the graph contains only user constraints, that is decomposed constraints are reconstructed in order 
to be displayed. This will induce modification in the core of host systems. 
2. for a given variable there is a domain modification, an absolute reduction (a given size/number 
of values is obtained, particularly fixed variables and variables with canonical domains) or 
a relative reduction (a certain ratio of its previous/initial set of values is computed), 
3. a given constraint, or a constraint belonging to a given set is stacked, actually used or 
actually used to reduce the domain of a particular variable 
It will then be possible to let the propagation run until a breakpoint or a fix-point is reached 
or alternatively to trace step-by-step each propagation. When in step-by-step mode, the user will 
have the ability to record every modification such that it will be possible to step backward or 
delete a constraint. 
From a mid/ long term point of view it would be very desirable to be able to enhance the 
debugger with facilities to propose courses of action, to provide selected information, possibly to 
ask questions and more generally to try to compute short cuts, thus avoiding the programmer 
lengthy investigations and possible irrelevant search. This could be done by extracting possible 
relevant information from the store during the execution process, depending on s tore/domain 
modifications, previous actions or answers given by the programmer. On the basis that our 
hierarchical representation of the store could be represented as a CLP program, ongoing work on 
declarative debugging in the project could provide ideas and start ing points in this prospective 
direction. 
3.3 .4 Symbol i c proces s ing of t h e s tore 
If debugging facilities are extended to general, domain and solver-independent C(L)P languages, 
the domain-oriented approach presented below is not sufficient. Many solvers dynamically modify 
the constraint store by rewriting formulas. Except for specialists, tha t is constraint solver de-
signers, tracking resolution steps for these representations of constraints (a situation that is very 
similar to global constraint debugging) is of little interest (choice of the pivoting variable, etc). 
Some facilities can be nevertheless shared with domain-based solvers like dynamic modifications 
of the store. 
Specific functions can also be envisaged. For example, one natural function the programmer 
would like to be granted in this case is the capability to simplify the store (redundancies elimina-
tion, computation of compact constraints) and to project the store over a subset of the variables. 
Unfortunately, as it was shown in the Boolean [Ben93] and in the linear case [LMH93], these 
techniques are very difficult to design and implement (and also very time-consuming). 
Symbolic processing can also be considered as an important feature of domain-based constraint 
solving, at least for one important reason, linked to performance debugging. As it is well known 
from constraint-based application developers, substantial gains in efficiency can be achieved by 
adding redundant constraints. 
3.4 Relating Debugging to the Source Program 
A desirable feature of most debugging tools is the ability of relating the execution state to some 
part of the source program. This is because the programmer is usually familiar with the program 
and this can greatly help the user to understand the program execution. 
For example, when interested in execution flow, the line in the program associated to the 
current state may be highlighted. 
Concerning the (apparent) independence between the constraints appearing in the store and 
the source code, the problem is itself quite hard to tackle. Possible investigations include: 
• intuitive renaming of fresh variables, 
• careful track keeping of relations between variables and their "home-rules", 
• design of constraint structures with no primitive constraint decomposition, that is globali-
sation of the representation as opposed to the "resolution" 
• global processing of constraints a la Newton [BMV94, VMB97] 
This problem is, in our opinion, crucial. No serious debugging can be done in presence of (nu-
merous) variables apparently unrelated to the program source. Note that the envisaged solutions 
to this problem involve major modifications of the solving algorithms themselves. 
3.5 Gathering Data about the Execution 
In order to gather information about a program execution which will later be presented to the 
user different alternatives exist. 
on-l ine the debugger runs simultaneously with the program. We have a complete knowledge 
about the current state. Nothing is known about future states. 
UPM: Orleans seems to be very interested in on-line techniques. Please improve this paragraph. 
off-line the program is first run and all the relevant information is gathered in a trace file which 
will later be used by the debugger. The exact format of these trace files is still to be clearly 
determined, and will depend on further developments in the project. From an implementation 
point of view, the generation of this file can, in principle, be performed in several ways: 
• Using a meta-interpreter, which detects branching / constraint addition / propagation steps 
/ etc., and dumps the corresponding info to the trace file. 
• Using a variant of the existent engine, which performs basically the same operations as 
above, but at a lower level. 
• Using an annotated program, possibly accessing ad-hoc primitives available from the engine. 
Insertion of these annotations can be done by the user or, alternatively, automatically, as a 
rewriting of the original program. 
All three options appear interesting. The last option seems to be particularly at tractive given 
that it offers the advantages of not having to change the engine or constraint solver implementation 
too much, and not imposing the execution overheads of a meta-interpreter. 
The contents of the trace files are conceptually different for the different tools but it may be 
stored it in a single, combined file. Also, such content is intimately related with the definition of 
metalanguage to represent constraints and variable domains. 
Profi l ing A simpler approach is profiling. The execution engine is augmented in order to store 
pieces of information regarding program execution. These da ta may be used afterwards as hints 
of the program behaviour, especially for performance debugging. Examples of da ta stored are: 
• number of fixed point steps, 
• number of reduction steps, 
• unused constraints 
• constraints which were (often) stacked with no effect on domain reductions, 
• constraints which were (often) stacked with little effect on domain reductions (slow conver-
gence), 
• variables whose domain was not reduced, 
3.6 Dynamic diagnosis 
We expect that it will be quite often the case that provers (tools B2) are neither able to prove 
nor to disprove that a certain program property holds. This is because proving algorithms are 
usually incomplete. In such a case it will be useful to provide a tool for dynamic checking, i.e. at 
run-time. Such a tool would test whether a given property is satisfied in particular test runs of 
the program. (Note that , according to our classification, this is not a program analysis tool). It 
will be implemented by: 
• Defining run-time checks in the source language suitable for several forms of assertions. 
• Enhancing the static checker to annotate the program where assertions have not been proven 
and to discard proven assertions. 
• Incorporating to the static checker a back-end which translates previous annotations into 
the suitable run-time checks. 
4 Tools related to declarative semantics and a single com-
putation: declarative diagnosis (A2) 
Declarative diagnosis consists of localisation in the program of erroneous clauses by observation 
of declarative properties violation. 
If a "program" consists of thousends of constraints and variables without more structure no 
tool may be able to help in finding easily a missing or wrong constraint. But if this set is produced 
by a structured program (say recursive clauses with few constraints stated in each of them), then 
declarative diagnosis by helping to explore each instance of these clauses used to put together the 
constaints (which lead to a wrong solution) may allow bug localisation. 
The start ing point of a declarative diagnoser is a computation producing a result which is 
considered as incorrect. Since there is a result, it is not an infinite computation. An incorrect 
result is called a symptom. This notion of symptom depends on some expected properties of the 
program, so a symptom is a result which is not expected. However the notion of expected properties 
may be more general than a complete specification of the program semantics. From a conceptual 
viewpoint we have only to presuppose an oracle which is able to decide that a result is expected 
or not. In practice the presentation of a result can be very intricate so the ability for deciding 
could seem unrealistic. However this presupposition is necessary to give a meaning to debugging 
questions and in fact it is the notion of expected properties which has to be realistic. In practice 
the oracle can be embodied by the programmer or by other means (for example assertions) and 
the expected properties can be defined by using an abstract (approximate, graphical, ...) view of 
the computed result. 
4.1 Principles 
The declarative diagnosis scheme is the following. The symptom is the unexpected result of a 
finite computation. We consider the set of computation steps of this finite computation. Then 
the symptom is the result of the last computation step. But we can associate a result to each 
computation step. Some of them can also be considered as symptoms (because they are not 
expected). Let us assume an order over the set of computation step (the computation steps we 
consider are for example the nodes of the proof tree or the nodes of the SLD-tree). This order is 
well-founded because of the finiteness of the computation. Directly this order provides a notion 
of minimal symptom. 
Once a minimal symptom is localized, we associate with it a small piece of erroneous code 
responsible of its appearance. This piece of code is called an error. A suitable definition of the 
notion of error is possible only when the well-founded order over the computation steps is correctly 
choosen (i.e. the notion of minimal symptom has some sens wrt the program). 
Declarative means that the user has no need to consider the computational behaviour of the 
constraints program; he needs only a declarative knowledge of the expected properties of the 
program (thanks to the properties of confluence (independence of the computation rule) and 
compositionality in the case of CLP) . Confluence is basic to define notions which are declarative 
tha t is to say which do not depend on a particular computational behaviour. 
Based on the observation that most of the behaviour of constraint programs can be understood 
declaratively, the declarative diagnoser performs a dialog with the oracle (the expected properties), 
asking queries about computation steps, without referring to any operational semantics. This 
allows the user to correct errors in the program without having to deal with control aspects, which 
are hidden in the diagnosis algorithm. 
In fact because of the relational nature of CLP languages we have to split the notion of (finite) 
computation in two notions. That is to say that we have to split the notion of result in two notions. 
A goal being given, there is a first notion of result which is a computed answer constraint, the 
computation being a success derivation. This is a first level of computation. In the formal logical 
semantics for CLP the relation between the goal <— g and the computed answer constraint c is 
formalized by using the implication c —> g. Even from a purely operational viewpoint we can 
consider that c —> g is computed. 
But there is a second level of computation that is to say another notion of finite computation 
which is represented by a finite SLD-tree. Now if c\, • • •, cn are all the computed answer constraints 
of this finite SLD-tree, their relation with the goal <— g is formalized by the implication g —> 
c\ V • • • V c„ (if n = 0 (finite failure) this implication amounts to -<g). To be more formal, 
g —y c\ V • • • V cn occurs along with the completion of the program and to be more precise with its 
only i / pa r t (while at the first level c —> g occurs along with its i / pa r t tha t is the program itself). 
Even from a purely operational viewpoint we can consider that g —> c\ V • • • V cn is computed at 
this second level of computation. 
These remarks motivate that we call positive the first operational level and negative the second 
one. 
A symptom at the positive level will be called a positive symptom. To say that c —> g is a 
positive symptom is an abstract way to say that c is a wrong answer to <— g. If the expected 
semantics is defined in a logical framework with respect to an intended interpretation, c —> g is 
not t rue in this intended interpretation. 
A symptom at the negative level will be called a negative symptom. To say that g —> c± V- • • Vc„ 
is a negative symptom is an abstract way to say that there is not enough answers to <— g, there are 
missing answers, g is not covered by c\, • • •, cn. If the expected semantics is defined in a logical 
framework with respect to an intended interpretation, then g —> c\ V • • • V c„ is not t rue in this 
intended interpretation. 
The diagnosis algorithm follows the computation, but a lot of computation steps can be skiped 
according to the answers to previous questions. That is, the diagnoser follows the straight path 
from the computed symptom toward the minimal symptom removing useless search. 
The tool(s) required by a declarative diagnoser is an interface between the diagnoser and the 
user. For example it may be a graphical interface to show a computation step to the user in 
order she answers if it is expected. But the interface may be also an assertion language to express 
declarative properties of the program. That is, this required tool is an implementation of the 
oracle. 
4.2 Diagnosis of incorrectness (wrong answer) 
Type of symptom: 
• positive symptom (wrong answer): c —> a unexpected (a solution of the constraint c which 
should not be in the atom a) 
Type of error: 
• positive incorrectness: a clause of the program a <— cOB + a constraint c' such that c' ^> c 
and c' —> _£? is expected but c' —> a is unexpected. 
The symptoms correspond to the kind of questions to the oracle, the error corresponds to the 
piece of code pointed as wrong by the declarative diagnoser. 
With a positive symptom is associated a skeleton (of a proof tree) whose root label is the 
symptom and whose set of associated constraints is satisfiable (if the solver is incomplete and the 
constraints is not satisfiable in D then c —> a holds because c is always false). The nodes of the 
skeletons (more precisely, from an abstract viewpoint, the subskeleton grafted on these nodes) are 
the computation steps we consider. With each node of the skeleton is associated a constrained 
atom (of the form c —> a). 
The declarative diagnosis environment provides tools to explore such constrained skeleton and 
localise some minimal error. Different notions of minimality will be considered. For this purpose 
ordering of nodes or subtrees may be considered. 
At each diagnosis step, some query is presented to the oracle. It consists of displaying a 
constrained atom (the constrained atom associated with the current node of the skeleton). It 
must be noticed that different sets of constraints can be displayed: constraints associated to the 
whole skeleton or constraints associated to the subtree only, or some other subset. Furthermore 
displaying a huge set of constraints is not acceptable. Different options will be studied and some 
implemented. Note that c —> a is equivalent to c' —> a where c' is the existential closure of c except 
on the free variables of a. Thus only the information on the possible variables of a needs to be 
displayed. Among the different options there is: 
• To display an equivalent set of simplified constraints. 
• To display some approximation. 
• To display some graphical representation. 
The choice may depend on the node (for example on the domain or the type of the variables 
which occur in the a tom). 
4.3 Diagnosis of incompleteness (missing answer) 
Type of symptom: 
• negative symptom (missing answer): c A a —> c\ V C2 V • • • V cn (exists a solution of c which 
satisfies a and is solution of no c;) 
Type of error: 
• negative incorrectness: a predicate definition (packet) a <— \JiCiOBi + a constraint c' such 
that c' —y a is expected but c' —> \/i CiOBi is unexpected. 
With a negative symptom is associated a finite SLD-tree whose root is the symptom. The 
nodes of the SLD-tree correspond to incomplete skeletons with a "satisfiable" associated set of 
constraints. 
The declarative diagnosis environment provides tools to explore the SLD-tree and localise a 
minimal symptom. The exploration is intelligent again and guided by the well-founded order. 
The notion of "minimality" is simple in the case of programs without coroutining. The tools 
will be designed for programs without coroutining. Extension to the case of coroutining will be 
further investigated. 
At each step of diagnosis, some query is presented. Considering a node of the SLD-tree, 
corresponds a leaf of some partial skeleton with associated set of constraints c', the query has the 
form: c' A a —> \/i Cj where the c;'s are the constraints associated to the partial skeletons (nodes 
of the SLD-tree in the case of no coroutining) where the skeletons grafted on the leaf is complete. 
For query presentation, different options will be studied and included in the diagnoser as discussed 
for the positive case. 
Different strategies may be implemented in order to localize the minimal symptom. Among 
these, some obvious strategies. For example: the strategy which strictly follows the computation 
(the trace); the divide and query strategy; strategies guided by some heuristic or by the user 
(if the oracle is the user, then she can choose the nodes wrt the ability to answer the diagnoser 
questions). 
5 Tools related to all computations (B l , B2) 
As tools B l and B2 differ only by the kind of properties which are considered (declarative or 
dynamic) they are presented both together. Their implementation however may differ as they 
refer to different semantics. 
The tools discussed in Sections 3 and 4 facilitate analysis of a single computation while search-
ing for the reasons of unexpected behaviour. Finding such a computation may be quite difficult 
since this may require exhaustive testing of the program. 
A computation showing unexpected behaviour violates some requirement. The tools proposed 
in this section address a more general question: whether or not all computations of a given program 
satisfy a given requirement. 
The proposed tools related to all computations will mainly be concerned with correctness 
debugging. They are based on the structuiration of the program by predicates. It is possible that 
static analysis techniques could also be applied to performance debugging. This would require 
some kind of global cost analysis for all computations of the program. This may be a subject 
of future research, but in the present state of the art it is rather difficult to propose a tool for 
performance debugging based on global analysis techniques. 
5.1 A general view 
As clarified above, ideally we would like to verify tha t a given program satisfies a requirement 
concerning every answer, or every computation (in the considered class). The requirement may be 
expressible as a property of the D-based declarative semantics or as a property of computations, 
presented in terms of LD-trees. 
Verification can in general be done by proving a given property (requirement) via a dedicated 
prover. Another approach to verification is to automatically infer properties of a program and to 
compare them with the requirements. 
Independently of the technique used, verification can be seen as a process which receives a 
program and a set of requirements as input and returns, for each requirement, one of the following 
three values: 
• the requirement holds, i.e. it is verified. This is the most favourable situation. 
• the verifier is unable to prove nor disprove the requirement. This may be because the 
requirement is not fulfilled or because the verifier is not complete. 
• the requirement is proved not to hold, i.e. there exists a computation for which the property 
does not hold. This is a "symptom" that something is wrong in the program and diagnosis 
should start in order to correct it. 
We therefore have three types of tools: 
• Provers: tools which a t tempt to prove that a certain property holds. Take as input a 
program and a property. Give as output the result "proved", "disproved", or "unknown". 
• A n a l y s e r s : tools which infer properties from a program. Take as input a program. Give as 
output a set of properties. 
• Comparators : tools which compare two (sets of) properties in an a t tempt to prove one of 
them, the "requirement", with the other one, the "warrant". Take as input the two proper-
ties. As in the case of provers, they give as output the result "proved" (if the requirement is 
implied by the warrant) , "disproved" (if the requirement is guaranteed not to hold in view 
of the warrant) , or "unknown". 
5.2 Assertions 
A language is needed for two way communication between the tools and the user. The expressions 
of such a language are called assertions. 
Both the requirements stated by the user and the properties inferred by the analysers will be 
expressed by means of assertions. Thus, defining the language of assertions is the first objective. 
This includes deciding about the space of properties of interest. As stated above, the requirements 
may concern various kinds of semantics and thus may need various kinds of assertions. For exam-
ple, we may need type declarations referring to the declarative semantics (i.e. D-model semantics) 
as well as mode declarations referring to the operational semantics (i.e. LD-trees). 
Another dimension is a specialisation of assertions to various constraint domains used by 
various platforms. We plan to develop a general framework for assertion language; particular 
tools will use its subsets specialised for specific domains and specific semantics. For example, we 
may need assertions expressing the range or the cardinality of the finite domain of an argument of 
a predicate in the _D-model semantics of a finite domain constraint program. We may need other 
assertions describing the intervals of arguments of a predicate at the success of the narrowing 
phase of a program based on the interval domain. 
While assertions provide a basis for provers, analysers and comparators, they can also be used 
in tools concerning a single computation, for example for expressing information about the actual 
constraint store, or for selecting some particular da ta from the actual LD-tree. Clarification of 
the potential use of assertions in all proposed tools is a subject of a separate research task. 
5.3 Abstract interpretat ion 
Several tools proposed in this section will use abstract interpretation [CC77]. It is a s tandard 
method of inferring of program properties. It can also be used for checking properties. 
For automatic inference of properties by abstract interpretation one has to define a priori 
a restricted class of properties, called the abstract domain, with a special ordering (cpo). The 
elements of the domain correspond to specific assertions which have to be inferred. 
A typical example is the problem of definiteness analysis for a given constraint program and 
query, discussed in [dlBH93]. Roughly speaking, the question is: given a program and a generic 
query, which variables of the query will have their domains restricted to a single value in any answer 
obtained. A generic query can be seen as an atom with all arguments being distinct variable, with 
additional information which of the variables have their domains restricted to a single value. For 
example, for the scalar product program Prl with a generic query pl(X, Y, Z), where Y and Z are 
definite, the variable X will have its domain restricted to a single value in any answer obtained. 
This kind of assertion associates a variable, e.g. X with a set of variables, e.g. {Y, Z}, to state 
that a property holds for X iff it holds for every variable in the set. Such pairs are building blocks 
for the abstract domain defined in [dlBH93] which is used by an automatic system. The system 
can infer correct definiteness information for any given program and query. The inference is a 
kind of fixpoint computation using the operations induced by the ordering of the domain. 
There exist generic abstract interpretation tools for CLP which can take the abstract domain 
as a parameter and thus can analyse different kinds of properties. We propose to develop such an 
abstract interpreter as a basic module to be used for various purposes as described below. 
5.4 Provers 
Dedicated provers are in general hard to implement, and not easy to use. An important exception 
are type checkers. Many programming languages enforce type discipline and in this way facilitate 
early discovery of some errors. In the logic programming field this has been confirmed by the 
experience with the type checker for the language Goedel [HL94]. Programmers find it very 
useful in early localising of many errors. They do not see the requirement of providing all type 
descriptions as a too high price for it. However, most constraint languages do not enforce type 
discipline. 
Taking this into account we propose optional use of descriptive types which are assertions 
concerning the program. This requires definition of types to be used for various constraint domains, 
and development of type checkers for them. 
Two approaches will be investigated: 
• The use of abstract interpretation techniques for type inference and type checking. In this 
case types have to be defined as an abstract domain. A s tandard interpretation techniques 
can then be applied taking as a start ing point a type information provided by the user. In 
the case of complete type information the abstract interpreter behaves as a type checker. 
An advantage of this approach is that missing type information can be inferred, and in the 
extreme, when no information is provided by the user all types are inferred by the system. 
A start ing point for development of a tool based on this approach may be the previous work 
done for logic programs, e.g. [SG95] or [JB92]. The type system proposed therein should 
then be extended to the constraint domain in question. 
• The use of dedicated proof techniques for directional types. The directional types combine 
a kind of mode information, where every argument of a predicate is a priori determined as 
input or as output with type information. In this case type checking reduces to verification 
of a few conditions for each program clause. The start ing point for development of a tool 
based on this approach may be the previous work done for logic programs [BM97] and for a 
subset of Prolog III [Vet94]. 
5.5 Analysers 
An analyser infers properties of programs. With the use of abstract interpretation techniques 
the properties inferred are restricted to those defined by the underlying abstract domain. A 
very important task for achieving flexibility is thus development of an efficient generic abstract 
interpreter, where the abstract domain can be taken as parameter. As stated above, an abstract 
interpreter can also check given properties, or combine inference with checking. 
As already discussed above, we give high priority to building dedicated type analysers for 
CLP(FD) and CLP (intervals). Following this work we plan to study generalisation of the type 
analysers for more general classes of properties and for other constraint domains. 
A very important feature of analysers for debugging is that the analysis algorithm be incre-
mental. This is because during the debugging phase of the life-cycle, the program usually gets 
small modifications and is checked again for inconsistency with the requirements. In such a case 
a non incremental analyser repeats much of the work performed previously. We will thus aim at 
obtaining analysis tools which are incremental, using the algorithms presented in [HPMS95]. 
5.6 Comparators 
Properties of the program inferred by static analysis may be very informative and may be used 
for debugging purposes. The programmer may read the analysis information and compare with 
what he expected. However, this may be a tedious task as analysis information may be hard to 
interpret and comparisons with the requirements may be difficult. Thus we aim at performing such 
comparison automatically. The output of such comparison will be that the requirement holds, does 
not hold, or unknown. If the requirements are expressed in the language of the abstract domain, 
this comparison will simply involve a few operations in the abstract domain. It remains to decide 
whether the comparison will be performed by an analysis tool itself, or separate tools will be 
constructed. 
[LiU (WD): There are no comparison tools in section 5, so I ended this paragraph as you see 
it. This is still subject to your corrections. Previously it said: 
... may be hard to interpret and comparisons with the requirements may be difficult. Thus we 
aim at implementing tools for performing such comparison automatically. The output of such tools 
will be that the requirement holds, does not hold, or unknown. If the requirements are expressed 
in the language of the abstract domain, this comparison will simply involve a few operations in the 
abstract domain. The following sentence will be confusing without extra explanation, so I prefer 
to keep it removed. For this task it must be studied which are the conclusions which can still be 
derived from such comparison when both the properties of the program and the user requirements 
are approximated. Note also that if the user requirements are not expressed in the language of 
the abstract domain, a previous translation phase should be introduced which can introduce some 
loss of accuracy in the comparison. ] 
5.7 Static Diagnosis 
An at tempt to prove a property of a program (e.g. to type check a program) may fail in two 
ways: by indicating that the property does not hold ("no" answer) or by stating that the prover 
is unable to decide whether the property holds or not ("don't know" answer). 
By static diagnosis we mean analysis of the failed proof with the objective to localise program 
fragments responsible for the failure. Usually the proof procedures, like type checkers, perform 
separate tests for different program clauses. Thus the clauses where the tests fail are candidates 
for error localisation. The two above mentioned cases should be treated separately. 
The requirement which is proved not to hold may be considered a "static" symptom. A 
static symptom ensures existence of an incorrectness symptom in some computations. The static 
diagnosis start ing from a static symptom may then use algorithms related to those of declarative 
debugging in order to identify the program construct responsible for the symptom. Development 
of a tool based on this idea would require: 
• The study of the theoretical aspects involved (starting from [BDD+97], [BCHP96] and the 
work on "abstract debugging" [CLMV96]). 
• Developing a method for localising the program fragment responsible for the discrepancy 
between the desired property and the result of the analysis. 
The "don't know" failure of the proof provides no information about existence (or non-
existence) of run-time symptoms. Both cases are possible. However, if the prover checks local 
conditions for every clause, the run-time symptoms, if any, can only be caused by the clauses where 
the local tests failed. So the static diagnosis can also be applied in this case, with the difference 
that the localised fragments of the programs are not guaranteed to be erroneous. The information 
obtained may be used for inclusion dynamic tests, to check in run-time whether the requirements 
are violated, or not. 
For simple properties, such as types, static diagnosis seems to be simpler than run-time diagno-
sis. Another advantage of static diagnosis is tha t it can be completely performed at compile-time 
as it does not require the knowledge of input values. Clearly, the more bugs get corrected at 
compile-time, the less bugs will remain when testing or running the program. 
6 Actual debugging tools to be developed 
This section summarises the intermediate basic or advanced tools and the contents of the platforms 
which will include different tools. 
6.1 Intermediate modules 
Intermediate modules correspond to interfaces or algorithms developed by one partner which are 
of interest for other partners . They should be usable with the languages defined in Task T.WP1.2 . 
6.1.1 Stat ic analys is t oo l s 
A generic tool for assertion generation based on abstract interpretation (AI) techniques. This tool 
takes as input a program and generates a set of assertions derived from the program. It will be 
implemented by: 
• Designing the overall language of assertions (using ideas from [BCHP96] and [BDM96]). 
• Designing a sub-language of assertions which includes special properties suitable for static 
inference through abstract interpretation. 
• Modifying the CIAO analyser to produce output in this form. 
• Integrating the assertion generation module into the public-domain CIAO system. 
A type checker and a type analyser for CLP, particularly for CHIP, will be developed by 
Linkoping. A type checker verifies if a program is correct wrt a given type description. A type 
analyser derives a type description of the program. 
6.1.2 Visua l i sa t ion funct ions l ibrary 
The visualisation library is designed to consist of several independent tools, but which can be used 
together thanks to the design of the appropriate interfaces. These interfaces will serve to allow 
communication of the tools among them and with the program being debugged. 
The tools to be implemented include: 
Graphical interface for classical debuggers : A GUI for the box model, augmented with ca-
pabilities to represent control flow of CLP(Intervals) programs. 
D e p i c t i o n of t h e search tree: The box model only shows a node of the computation at a time 
(but with great detail). Sometimes it is advisable to have a global look at the whole com-
putation, showing all the nodes in the tree. Optionally, a more detailed view of every node 
can be selected. 
For the programmed search part we propose to start this work by extending preliminary 
existing prototypes [Lue97], based partially on the Transparent Prolog Machine [EB88]. 
This will be mainly done by UPM. For the labelling search we propose to use an or-tree 
depiction, combined with historical views on variable evolution (see Section 3.2). 
Visua l i sa t ion in debugg ing : A typical finite domain program consists of three, well separated 
parts: variable definition, constraint statement and search procedure. Our intention is to 
provide a tool which help the user to understand all three parts with special emphasis on 
the visualisation of the search procedure. COSYTEC 
In the search procedure the constraint program is run to generate information about the 
search tree which is then displayed in a graphical form. The user can interact with this 
representation of the search tree and re-instantiate the state of the search process at a given 
point in the search tree. The visualisation tool provides a number of views into the search 
procedure : 
1. Variable v i ew: This view focuses on showing the values of variables. Several different 
views are possible: 
(a) U p d a t e v iew: This shows the change of the variables on the different steps on 
the current path from root to the selected node. 
(b) S t a t e v iew: This view shows the domains of all variables at a given state. 
(c) Spy v iew: This view allows to follow the change of a single domain variable 
through the path from root to current selection. 
2. Constra int v iew: The constraint views show evolution of constraints within the search 
process. Specific views will be developed to take into account global constraints in 
CHIP. 
3. P r o p a g a t i o n v iew: This view should display active constraints at a given point. 
4. A s s e r t i o n display: The use of assertions forms an important aspect of declarative 
debugging. In the visualisation tool, assertions can be used to rapidly find particular 
nodes in the search tree. As defined in Section 5.2, assertions are properties expressed 
in a language. A language of assertions will be added to the kernel CLP language. 
S h o w i n g re lat ionships a m o n g variables: Depicting the relationships among variables gives 
an intuition of the constraints which hold in the program. However, it seems that performing 
this kind of representation is very difficult, and the research performed so far in this field 
is very little. Therefore, the tools proposed here will be mainly of academic nature, and 
subject to possible further changes as the project develops. 
A b s t r a c t i n g v i e w s : Sometimes the size or nature of the program being debugged makes detailed 
views to be useless. In this case, a means of performing an abstraction is needed. This 
abstraction should be general in that it can be applied to different constraint systems (e.g., 
projection on constraints, on variables, collapsing parts of a t r e e . . . even user-defined filters). 
A relevant practical issue is which low-level graphical library will be used in the development 
of the tools. The three most interesting possibilities which have emerged from previous 
discussions are: 
• Tc l /Tk (available for many platforms, easily interfaced with Prolog, already available 
in Prolog IV and CIAO) 
• Java (available for many platforms, with more programming possibilities as a stand-
alone process) 
• XGIP (based on X I 1 graphics, available for many platforms using interface code, al-
ready available in CHIP) 
Because all these libraries are interesting and because tools written with different libraries 
can coexist (since they would communicate at the Prolog level, not at the graphical interface 
level) we do not make any project-level commitments regarding this issue. 
6.1 .3 Dec larat ive d iagnos i s a lgor i thms and dialog m o d u l e s 
The declarative diagnoser will be produced in such a modular form which will permit to export 
main functionalities to other constraint systems. 
The "exportable" tools to be designed will include: 
• A navigation module to explore constrained skeleton for localisation of minimal incorrectness 
error. 
• A constrained atom presentation module for different kinds of queries (wrong and missing 
answers) and representations. 
• A navigation module to explore finite LD-tree for localisation of minimal incompleteness 
error. 
• A dialog module to organise DD session: selection of symptoms, navigation, query presen-
tation, answers and possible storage. 
We intend to consider combination of DD sessions with assertions provided by the user and /or 
generated automatically. 
The modules will be parameterised by the constraints domains. The three domains which will 
be considered in the tools are term domains, finite domains and intervals. Combination with other 
constraints domains will be further investigated. 
6.2 CLP platforms with debugging tools 
6.2.1 C L P ( F D + I n t e r v a l s ) 
INRIA will develop a complete debugging environment for CLP(FD+Intervals) . This environment 
will include: 
• Type checking and verification with assertions using some abstract domains. 
• Declarative diagnoser with assertions and visualisation. 
• A classical debugger connected with visualisation. 
• Search tree visualisation. 
• Store debugging. 
Orleans plans to develop a constraint debugger as described in Section 3.3 over clp(FD+Intervals) 
using Tc l /Tk . It will be designed in order to let the user debug a compiled program as well as 
an interpreted one (for this, we will create two compilers, one adding debugging informations to 
the compiled clp program. This will be transparent from the user point of view by means of a 
common front-end). 
In order to be portable on every constraint solving system, the design of this debugger will rely 
on the definition of an interfacing language/protocol as a corner-stone. This protocol will define 
a minimal set of functionalities to be provided by each host a t tempting to use the debugger. 
6.2.2 C I A O library 
Pierre: please UPM complete 
6.2 .3 P r o l o g I V B e t a vers ion 
A first application of the results of this work will be integrated into the Prolog IV compiler. 
• Assertions: 
— Ability to use interval predicates in assertions 
— Static checking at the clause level 
— Dynamic checking in debug mode 
• Visual Debugging Tools: 
— Enhancements in the Prolog IV Source Level Debugger and Box Model Debugger, 
mostly by adding support for calls/constraints (locally and globally) at the debugger 
"prompt" level. 
— The Control Tree Search Debugger both the ProloglA's prototype and the UPM's 
coming tool, (probably with a final merge of both will be in Prolog IV) Integrating a 
"full tool" will be tried if its "graphical" implantation language is T C L / T K . 
6.2.4 C H I P V 5 B e t a vers ion 
COSYTEC will develop the following modules which will be integrated in its existing constraint 
programming environment CHIP V5: 
• connexion of the its debugger to the graphical visualizer, 
• search tree visualizer, 
• graphical visualizer of some variants of global constraints, 
• assertions visualizer. 
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